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Abstract

Background: Blockchain technology is a distributed electronic ledger containing digital records, transactions or events that are protected with advanced encryptions, extremely hard to tamper, and updateable through a consensus algorithm agreeable to all connected network nodes. In Sub-Sahara Africa, the technology has started to be adopted in real estate, supply chain, agriculture, and financial sector. Unfortunately, there is a lack of effort in introducing this technology in the healthcare sector. Therefore, this study aims to explore the issues facing electronic healthcare systems in Sub-Sahara Africa taking Tanzania as a case study and introduce blockchain-based solutions for the discovered issues.

Methods: The study used qualitative methods for data collection and analysis. Data were collected through interviews, observation and documentary analysis. Interviews were done with the sample size of 50 participants who were selected from groups of healthcare facility leaders, ICT experts, government representatives, doctors, nurses, laboratory technicians, pharmacists, accountants, and receptionists. Direct observation and participatory observation were used to assess different electronic healthcare records systems’ functions. Moreover, researchers used document analysis to collect data from public records (like policy manuals), personal documents (like incident reports), and physical evidence (like training materials and handbooks). NVivo 11 software was applied in managing and organizing data analysis.

Results: Out of 710 healthcare facilities involved in this study, 34.5% fully implemented electronic healthcare records systems and 78% installed Mfumo wa Taarifa za Uendeshaji Huduma za Afya (MTUHA) also known as (District Health Information Software (DHIS) II). The findings showed that the issues facing electronic healthcare records are; difficulties in taking care of the patients’ private information, problems in safely sharing medical information between healthcare facilities, bandwidth issues, and improper handling of data integrity.
Conclusion: The existing issues facing electronic healthcare records systems can be tackled through blockchain based solutions like self-sovereign identity and sharing and storing patients’ medical data securely in blockchain ledgers and interplanetary file system. Therefore, healthcare facilities owners are recommended to use the findings of this study to elucidate the existing issues. In the future, this study will develop the recommended systems for developing countries environment.
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1. Introduction

Blockchain technology is an electronic ledger (EL) of digital records, transactions or events that are hashed cryptographically, authenticated, and controlled through a distributed or shared network of nodes using a group consensus algorithm [1,2]. So, this puts additional trust and privacy to the existing Internet [3]. The advantage of this technology is in its capability of protecting the network nodes from being exposed to compromise from a single point of failure. Also, the technology ensures, confidentiality, integrity and availability of stored data, offering improved resilience, encryption, auditing and transparency. This is done through consensus protocols which is a crucial feature of blockchain technology. The protocols improve the integrity and robustness of shared transactions because the consensus among network nodes is required for validating new blocks of data and eliminate the possibility of corrupting or manipulating the transactions by the hacker or one or more malicious network node(s). Also, blockchain technology provides transparency which makes it impossible to make unauthorized alteration to the transactions even through malware or manipulative actions [4–7].

For just a short period of less than ten years, blockchain technology has already added many benefits as well as showing possibilities of improvements in different domains. The domains which benefited the most from this technology are financial, supply chain, real estate, energy supply, healthcare systems, government services just to mention a few. The benefits are; cost reduction since there is no need for third parties, more efficiency and speed in performing transactions, easy verification of assets and fraud prevention, improved security due to the elimination of single point of failure, and greater transparency because of use of shared ledger [8–14].

Despite many advantages and promising future, blockchain technology is still immature facing some challenges. These challenges include executing a lower number of transactions per second compared to existing technologies like VISA and Mastercard transactions. Also, some of the consensus algorithms like proof of work consume a lot of electric energy; slow adoption rate of the technology, and lack of clear regulation on how to use the technology. There are efforts attempted to fight against these challenges; to
increase the number of transaction executions per second different protocols such as lightning network and shadowing proposed which promise to perform millions of transactions per second. Also, to facilitate clear regulation, experts in blockchain community have been setting up workshops, conferences, and meetings with decision makers to help them understand more about the technology. Furthermore, new consensus protocols other than proof of work like a deposit-based consensus, federated byzantine agreement, byzantine fault tolerance, delegated proof of stake, proof of importance have been developed which ensures fast transaction processing and most importantly they do not consume electricity [15–19].

Several sub-Saharan Africa countries started to adopt blockchain technology to reap the benefits which this technology deliver. The sectors which this technology has adopted are real estate, supply chain, agriculture, and financial sector. In Ghana, for example, the technology is applied to register more than 80% of landowners who were not able to claim the ownership of their land properties. The Government of Ethiopia on the other hand, applies blockchain technology to track the export of coffee along with implementing genetic sampling to identify origin, species, pesticide and exposure to chemicals for coffee authentication. Meanwhile in Kenya, blockchain technology has been applied to facilitate the micro-lending process to the farmers and enabling trust & cooperation among themselves [20–28].

Nevertheless, the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) members are implementing a Digital Free Trade Area (DFTA) aiming to connect sellers and buyers in real time via blockchain technology. Apart from increasing security of e-commerce transactions, DFTA will also generate certification of origin, creating an extra layer of security and assurance for e-vendors and buyers. DFTA will save $450 million, which otherwise would be lost in dealing with the administrative hurdles associated with cross-border trade (via applications, documentation and the processing thereof). Other sub-Saharan Africa nations which are in front line in the adoption of blockchain technology are South Africa, Rwanda, Uganda, Mauritius, Tanzania, Sierra Leone, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Botswana, Nigeria, and Senegal [29–32].

Despite early adoption of blockchain technology in different domains in Sub-Sahara Africa, the healthcare sector lag behind, therefore, this qualitative study explores the issues facing electronic healthcare systems in Sub-Sahara Africa taking Tanzania as a case study. Blockchain technology-based solutions of identified problems are presented. Additionally, the benefits which will be gained through the adoption of the blockchain technology in electronic healthcare systems are identified along with the expected challenges.
2. Methodology

2.1 Study Design and Setting

This research was conducted in Tanzania through qualitative data collection methods like interviews, observation, and documentary analysis from 710 public and private-owned healthcare facilities. Tanzania mainland consists of about 7167 healthcare facilities of which 72.3% are owned by the government, and other 29.7% are owned by the private companies and organizations (Table 1)[33]. Therefore, 710 healthcare facilities were selected to represent the rest of the facilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNERSHIP</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Parastatal</th>
<th>Faith-based</th>
<th>Private</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals</td>
<td>98 (39.7%)</td>
<td>8 (3.2%)</td>
<td>105 (42.5%)</td>
<td>36 (14.6%)</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Centers</td>
<td>535 (74.9%)</td>
<td>10 (1.4%)</td>
<td>134 (18.8%)</td>
<td>35 (4.9%)</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensaries</td>
<td>4554 (73.4%)</td>
<td>168 (2.7%)</td>
<td>697 (11.2%)</td>
<td>787 (12.7%)</td>
<td>6206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5187 (72.3%)</td>
<td>186 (2.6%)</td>
<td>936 (13.1%)</td>
<td>858 (12.0%)</td>
<td>7167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Sample Size and Sampling Technique

It is difficult to determine the sample size in advance for qualitative studies because they rely on the nature and scope of the research subject, resources available, and study design. Therefore, qualitative research gets sample size mostly when reaching data saturation [34, 35]. Some studies recommend up to 10 homogeneous sample size for case study research [36, 37]. Noting this and limited time in mind, this study interviewed four to six respondents per expertise group, resulting in a minimum of 50 respondents depending on the level of intersection in expertise. The participants were selected purposively in a consecutive manner while maintaining a cross-disciplinary approach to optimize variations to capture various views and experiences [38, 39].

Selected experts for purposive sampling were hospital/ healthcare facility leaders, ICT experts, government representatives, doctors, nurses, laboratory technicians, pharmacists, accountants and receptionists. The researchers ensured that selected experts meet two criteria; first, they cover and represent well the subject matter. Second, diversity is included in each expert group, so that the impact of research questions can be observed. Moreover, opportunistic and convenience sampling techniques were utilized due to unplanned opportunities aroused in the fieldwork. For example, researchers interviewed directors and ICT experts from Ministry of the country - President's Office Regional Administration and Local Government (Wizara ya nchi Ofisi ya Rais Tawala za Mikoa na Serikali za Mitaa (OR – TAMISEMI)) and
Christian Social Services Commission (CSSC) because they oversee the installation and maintenance of all healthcare information systems for government and faith-based healthcare facilities.

Therefore, through purposive, opportunistic, and convenience sampling, researchers interviewed 50 respondents who among them were respondents from some of 710 healthcare facilities involved in this study. Other data collection methods i.e. direct observation, participant observation, and documentary analysis were employed to collect necessary data from 710 healthcare facilities. Furthermore, invitation letters containing information document was sent to the targeted respondents or institutions. The invitation letter was phrased to emphasize that respondents would be qualified to participate despite their background, attitudes and perceptions towards different issues facing healthcare systems. This was done in order to minimize participants’ bias because of oversampling of respondents possibly to express positive views.

2.3 Data Collection

This research study recognized value of understanding issues facing healthcare systems from different points of views such as perceptions and experiences of the key stakeholders, observation, and document analysis, in order to aid the decision makers on better ways of solving EHRs problem. Therefore, this study applied qualitative interviews with the stakeholders such as healthcare facility leaders, ICT experts, government representatives, doctors, nurses, laboratory technicians, pharmacists, accountants and receptionists. Qualitative interviews were used in the study because it focuses on answering the research questions directly and allows the researchers to access a wider variety of expertise and conditions [40].

Direct observation and participant observation were used in assessing different system functions and experts’ activities. Studies show that direct observation helps the researcher to see, observe physically and direct from a real specific situation which increase validity and reliability of the study [41]. Also, researchers used document analysis from public records (mission statements, annual reports, policy manuals, and strategic plans), personal documents (duty logs, blogs, incident reports, and newspapers), and physical evidence (flyers, posters, handbooks, and training materials). Document analysis is an efficient and effective method of gathering data because documents are more manageable, accessible, reliable, cost efficient and time efficient compared to other methods [42, 43].

Different methods of data collection were designed to help the researcher to collect the data needed to answer the research questions, and to link the collected data to the research propositions. A cross-sectoral approach was undertaken by involving data collection from both public and private sector healthcare facilities in Tanzania.
2.4 Data Analysis Procedure

Data were entered into NVivo11 software [44], which was used to manage and organize the data analysis process. The framework approach was applied to design the analytical process, through the following steps; familiarization and annotation of transcripts, identifying a thematic framework, indexing, charting, mapping, and interpretation [38, 45]. Mapping step used to recognize relationships and clusters around themes, that help in understanding, communication, and interpretation. Moreover, themes used to show the most important issues from the data in understanding views and experiences regarding problems facing EHRs systems. COREQ checklist was used to guide the conduct, analysis, and reporting of this research [46].

3. Results

3.1 Distribution of healthcare facilities and systems

This study involved 710 healthcare facilities; out of this number, 34.5% have fully implemented EHR/EMR systems. The majority of healthcare facilities have installed MTUHA (DHIS II) which is about 78% of involved healthcare facilities. Figure 1 shows the distribution of hospital information systems with EHR systems from involved healthcare facilities.

![Figure 1: Distribution of hospital information systems with EHR systems fully installed](image)

3.2 Situation in Healthcare Systems in Tanzania

3.2.1 Registration Mechanism/Privacy

Registration process allows to capture demographic information of the patients, updating their details for follow up, constructing clinical records for them, and capture necessary information for billing process (Figure 2). This process of registering patients provides numerous advantages over the traditional
methods which most of the time involve manual processes. The advantages include; allowing fast access to patients records for more efficient services; deliverance of more accurate, up to date, and complete patients’ records; and most importantly to improve productivity with reduce running cost. Despite the mentioned merits, registration process and the mechanism of keeping patients’ records suffer from the security loopholes. The security issues concern the privacy and safety of patients’ details. The existing mechanism allows easy linking up of patients’ records with their demographic details even for unauthorized users. This can allow attackers to conduct malicious activities like identity theft and medical financial frauds.

Moreover, when asked about safeguarding medical images, most of the systems’ administrators admit the absence of security mechanisms like encryption and watermarking for protecting medical images against breach of confidentiality such as unauthorized access, copying, and modification of medical images which can easily reveal the identity of patients or alter patients’ test results. Some interviewees revealed that it hard for them to let researchers gain access to clinical data for fear of exploiting identified and unidentified security loopholes.

Figure 2: Handling of patients up to consultation queue
3.2.2 Sharing of Information between healthcare facilities

This study reveals that it is very difficult for one healthcare facility to search, receive, or send patients’ clinical records form/to other healthcare facility using the EHR system. This difficulty causes the physicians to re-order tests that have already been conducted somewhere else. Also, the problem may lead to treatment decisions without a full understanding of underlying medical conditions or allergies of patients. Currently, it is up to the patients or their relatives to carry the clinical records into printouts from one healthcare facility to the other. A proper sharing of patient records helps healthcare providers to avoid medication errors, decrease readmission, and avoid unnecessary duplicate tests. In addition to the individual benefits, sharing of records eventually helps to create a comprehensive and holistic picture of a patient, history, current state, and prediction of the future. The common barrier for interoperability is the proper security mechanisms of connecting these systems without allowing unauthorized access. For instance, one healthcare facility leader with work experience of 41 years who facilitate the installation and updates of currently available EHR in his facility since 2007 said;

“It is very hard to trust other healthcare delivery institutions with medical records of our patients. Integrating our systems with other systems it is just keeping our systems in jeopardy as you know all these hacking and other malicious activities going on in cyberspace” (Interview with Healthcare Facility Leader)

While one of the ICT coordinators who have 11 years of work experience in working with different EHRs systems of which 7 years he spent in his current work station responded;

“Lack of knowledge about secured methods and mechanisms of sharing information and integrating these systems is main problem for interoperability. Also, we lack cyber security staffs who maybe would help us with these integration issues” (Interview with ICT coordinator)

3.2.3 Bandwidth Usage Issues

Broadband fee in developing countries is high, as it is estimated to be approximately three times higher compared to developed countries. Similarly, broadband prices are two times more in developing countries compared to developed countries. This affordability problem affects the availability and accessibility of EHRs services. About 70% of the EHRs users in Tanzania complained about low bandwidth or lack of internet service at a particular time in a period of 1 month.

3.2.4 Data Integrity

Data integrity in EHRs means a lot to healthcare providers because it is used for patients’ decision making. Therefore, the stored information should be consistent, complete, accurate, and updated. Unfortunately, the findings of this study show that some of the systems are susceptible to data integrity
related vulnerabilities. Majority of respondents reported integrity-related problems like information consistency which include modification and editing of information problems, challenges in accessing updated information, and tracking changes and medical histories of patients. For example, one medical doctor (surgeon) with overall work experience of 20 years and 10 years of experience with EHR in her facility responded;

“I’m blocked from seeing accounting details about the prescription I administer to the patients which would help me make right decisions depending on available options and financial status of the patient. Also, I cannot modify the prescription details once I write it to the system.” (Interview with a Doctor)

On the other hand, one accountant with 4 years of experience in working with finance modules of EHRs and 7 years overall work experience including 2 years of working with finance systems which are not related to healthcare responded with the following integrity-related complaint from the system;

“Sometimes the system may collapse which leads to loss of financial information which is very important. This problem occurred last year during the system update. After the update, the system showed weird financial figures as in some records indicated excess of amount of money while in other records indicate the loss of money.” (Interview with an Accountant)

In addition, one medical laboratory technician who has overall work experience of 8 years, 5 years of working with 3 different types of EHRs systems and 3 years of working with currently installed EHR in his workplace reported information integrity related issue with the following statement;

“When I make mistake on the system I can’t modify. Also, I can’t remove wrong test results from the system which affects daily, weekly and monthly analysis reports”

(Interview with Medical Laboratory Technician)

Moreover, this study observed integrity related vulnerabilities like inadequate data encryption, improper data backup, unsecure ways of access control, lack of data validation, and improper tracking of changes. Inadequate data encryption means that some information like demographic data is unnecessary to some system users. This means, information such as clinical records or financial details been visible to unauthorized users, may attract malicious activities like copying, deletion, and modification. Also, this study finds that the majority of the systems were not implemented encryption mechanisms like hash algorithms and Merkle tree which are used to ensure consistency of stored information.

Additionally, it has been found that some EHRs systems do not have proper data backup mechanisms which are supposed to ensure smooth copying and safe archiving of patient data for retrieval
in case of failure or loss. In most of the observed systems, data backups are saved in the same location with original/live data. This can cause a complete loss of data in cases of disasters like fire or floods. Furthermore, unsecure access control observed in some systems when two or more users use the same login session to make changes such as updating or adding new information to the system. Access control mechanisms fail to track who make changes or access certain information in a certain period of time. On top of that, this study observed that more than 95% of the systems do not have a mechanism of verifying the correctness of stored data while accessing it. Mechanisms like hash digests and Merkle directed acyclic graph (Merkle DAG) which verify the correctness of accessed data were not implemented on these systems. Also, some systems do not permit its users to delete entered data or document yet fail to show the proper way of tracking or locating the different versions of that data or document or file.

4. Discussion

This study explored the issues facing electronic healthcare systems in Sub-Saharan Africa taking Tanzania as a case study and then discuss blockchain based solutions for the identified problems. The study applied qualitative research methods specifically interviews, observations, and documentary reviews to collect data from healthcare facilities. Out of 710 healthcare facilities involved in this study, only 34.5% fully installed hospital management systems with electronic healthcare records systems. The identified issues which can be solved with blockchain technology are; difficulties in taking care privacy of patients’ information, problems in safely sharing medical information between healthcare facilities, bandwidth issues, and improper handling of data integrity. Therefore, this paper proposes solutions to the discovered problems based on blockchain technology’s methods, techniques, and tools. The solutions proposed use blockchain-based technologies, tools, and techniques such as self-sovereign identity, hyperledger framework, ethereum, and Interplanetary File System (IPFS).

4.1 Utilizing blockchain Technology

4.1.1 Privacy handling registration mechanism

This study discovered privacy-related issues in EHRs in Tanzania, similar issues also observed in healthcare information systems from South Africa, Kenya, and Mauritius [47]. Therefore, to handle the problem, several ways can be enhanced using blockchain technology. Numerous studies indicate the following; ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption, integration privacy-preserving online machine learning using a private blockchain network, patient centric healthcare data management system employing blockchain technology as a data store [48–52]. However, the best implementation for preserving the privacy of patient information in EHRs is the use of self-sovereign identity (Figure 3). Self-sovereign identity
allows users to own, control, and manage their identity information. Examples of self-sovereign identity systems and frameworks existing today are hyperledger Indy, Sovrin, ShoCard, and uPort [53–56].

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3: Example of the self-sovereign identity for healthcare systems

4.1.2 Secure Information Sharing Mechanisms

The difficulty of sharing securely patients’ records from one electronic healthcare record to another was also the issue revealed in this study. Likewise, several studies discovered related issues in their research; for instance, Mtebe and Nakaka [57] revealed a lack of integration between HarmoniMD and Care2x in one of the healthcare facility in Tanzania. Also, Kamau et al. [58] presented lack of information interoperability between EHRs systems in healthcare facilities in Kenya. Since blockchain technology allows sharing of digital records between different information systems securely and without the need of
Advantages of using blockchain over existing technologies are; its distributed architecture, immutable ledger, and advanced cryptographic security. Currently, blockchain technologies like hyperledger fabric, hyperledger indy, and ethereum have been used to securely store users’ private information securely offchain and publish publicly the fingerprints in blockchain ledgers. This allows different EHRs systems to securely share the patients’ information and verify through fingerprints published on blockchain ledgers [59–65].

4.1.3 Ensuring data integrity, proper utilization of bandwidth

This study revealed that bandwidth and poor internet access as a problem facing some healthcare facilities, however, Tanzania government is keeping on fighting by introducing the ICT broadband backbone even though is not properly utilized [66]. Similarly, other studies reported problems on low and expensive internet access in Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, and other countries of the Sub-Saharan region [67, 68]. Therefore, to ensure data integrity, faster sharing of medical information, and most importantly using low bandwidth this study proposes using Interplanetary File System (IPFS). IPFS is the content-addressed protocol which is peer to peer file sharing system. It comprises of features like block exchange, Merkle DAG, Distributed Hash Table (DHT), Self-Certifying File System, and Version Control System (Figure 4). These features make IPFS immune to; Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS) attacks and single points of failure attacks. For blockchain based networks, to enable large files sharing, IPFS provides a good solution. Using IPFS, users can access their files from IPFS nodes where they are encrypted and stored, while the fingerprints of the files are stored in blockchain ledger for verification [69–74].

![Interplanetary file system features](image_url)
4.2 Expected challenges

There are numbers of challenges facing blockchain systems today, others are expected to still face the technology for few years to come. Firstly, is to deal with difficulties of some of consensus algorithms such as nothing at stake problem and helping rich to become richer for proof of stake algorithm; 51% attacks, high latency, high power consumption, low transaction rate, and centralization from mining pools for proof of work algorithm. Secondly, is the limited number of blockchain experts in the market. This leads to insufficient tools and supports for blockchain based applications development. Lastly, is dealing with legal issues like proper regulatory framework and institutions since most of blockchain based applications do not have central authority. Some users might take advantage of situation and conduct illegal activities [75–81].

5. Conclusion

This study reviewed the situation of EHRs in Sub-Saharan Africa using Tanzania as a case study. The findings showed that there are difficulties in handling patients’ private data, sharing medical information from one healthcare facility to another securely, handling data integrity, and problems relating to bandwidth. Blockchain technology provides solutions to these issues through self-sovereign identity and sharing of medical information securely using platforms and systems such as hyperledger fabric and interplanetary file system. Therefore, it is expected that decision makers, researchers, and healthcare organizations in developing countries will apply the findings of this study to address the shortcoming they face. In the future, this study will develop the recommended systems for developing countries environment.
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